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WELCOME BACK…

W

elcome to the 4th edition
of the Dirty Weekender
magazine, - a little glimpse
in to the world of DW and all our
products and projects. A nice review
of all the things we have been up to
this year.
For those of you who have just picked
up this mag and have no idea what we
do, here’s a little introduction …
Dirty Weekender van conversions is
based in Worcester just off Junction
7 of the M5. Concentrating primarily
on the VW T5, we can offer a huge
range of services from full conversions
through to glazing, from seating
solutions through to servicing and
MOTs. We are also a Reimo dealership
with a showroom, garage and
workshop area on site.
We understand that ‘one size’ most
definitely does not fit all, and that
everybody has a different set of
needs and a different approach to
a conversion and purpose for it.
We enjoy working closely with our
customers to be able to give them
exactly what they want, using high
quality and safe products to achieve a
professional finish.

We love taking on new and exciting
projects and pushing our knowledge
and creativity, this enables us to
constantly evolve as a company.
Through these processes we meet
some incredible people and build not
only customer relations but make longlasting friendships too.
What a year we have had! Our Reimo
Supecentre and showroom has now
been open for over a year and has
gone from strength to strength. Having
the ability to show products and
how they work is great, and is a nice
environment for customers to visit. Our
first year anniversary was marked by
an open day and three brand new vans
being collected by customers.
We invited VWBus T4T5 Magazine
down for the day to have a look at what
we did. From this we had a fantastic
article in the April edition of the mag,
which was amazing. A really great
article.
We’ve also taken on our fair share
of really different projects this year,
especially for John Eames and his
family; they now have a truly individual
camper! See pages 10 &11 for more on
that, an article written by John himself.

The second Dirty Weekender
camping weekend took place in May,
with numbers more than doubling. We
landed on a fantastic and welcoming
campsite near Woolacombe, with
great facilities. We couldn’t have asked
for better weather either. We had 24
DW vans altogether, what a sight that
was! The whole weekend was brilliant
and a huge success, have a look at the
pics on pages 18-20.
So now its on to show season, kicking
of with Camper Jam this year and I
can guarantee there will be lots of
new additions to the DW stand, one of
which will most definitely stand out –
or not! Keep your eyes peeled!! We are
also sponsoring Dubs at the Castle in
Caldicot this year so make sure you
come and say hello if your there.
So, it has been a year of mega hard
work but with mega results, lots of
great vans, events and company. We
would like to thank each and every
one of you involved in what we do,
for all the help and support we have
received in so many different ways.

Have a read and carry on camping!!

Dirty Weekender hoodies now available in the shop!! mmm .. toasty!!
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IN MARCH WE INVITED VWBUS T4&5 MAGAZINE TO COME ALONG TO DWHQ ON AN OPEN DAY TO
SEE WHAT WE GET UP TO, THE LOVELY IG APPEARED AND HERE IS WHAT HE WROTE:
THIS WAS PUBLISHED IN THE APRIL EDITION OF THE MAGAZINE 2013.

W

e were recently invited to Dirty-Weekender in
Worcester to mark the ﬁrst anniversary of their
showroom and gaining ofﬁcial status as a UK
Reimo Supercentre.
I quickly discovered that this camper conversion specialist
isn’t quite like any other. I park up amid a gathering of
stunning T5s and set off to ﬁnd the man behind the brand,
Johnny. His partner, Katie, offers a friendly welcome and
introduces me to various customers who had come along for
the event.
The term ‘customers’ somehow seems too clinical a word
though; Johnny and Katie clearly share a synergy with the
people they build campers for and they seem more like
genuine friends – in fact, it felt more like a family gathering.
A coffee is soon put in my hand (there were cakes and
sandwiches too) and I mosey round the capacious showroom
building a little shopping list in my head.
Being a long-standing Reimo fan myself, I’m a bit like a
kid in a sweet factory. Oh, there have been other ways to
obtain Reimo over here before, but doing so has been very
limited and fraught with frustration (speaking from personal
experience).
This all changed when Johnny saw a clear gap in the
market for these quality German kits and accessories – now
he just needed to create a way to bring them to the UK
properly for the ﬁrst time. And gaining the agency, let alone
status of UK Super Centre for the mighty masters of camping
gear, was no mean feat!
So, how did he pull it off? Well, when dealing with an
ambitious operation like this, emails and phone calls simply
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don’t cut it. So Johnny jumped in his own T5 and drove to the
Reimo HQ near Frankfurt, Germany … and literally knocked
on the door! He found an English speaker, introduced himself
(no appointment mind) and told them his plans! Whatever he
said to them paid off as he came away with the contract; and
the result is that if you want a Reimo interior or one of their
untouchable quality pop-top roofs, no longer do you have
to negotiate ridiculous waiting times or nose-bleed inducing
shipping costs, you just phone Dirty Weekender and they
have them in stock.
Looking round the showroom, you can view awnings and a
myriad of cool German camping accessories, from tent pegs
to outdoor stoves. But best of all you can go and sit in a fully
made up Reimo interior, actually set up.
But Dirty Weekender’s success is down to more than tenacity
and good business sense. Johnny had his ﬁrst Beetle at 18
and since then has owned a whole host classic dubs, old
Porsches and every shape of VW camper. Also, like many
VW fans he has a thing for motorcycles. In fact, this is how
he came to build his ﬁrst camper. Attending the Isle of Man
TT race and numerous sidecar-racing events he needed a
camper, so commissioned a conversion somewhere else.
He was so disappointed at what he got for his money that it
occurred to him he could do it better himself – the ﬁrst seed of
Dirty Weekender was planted. All he wants to do now is keep
up with the ever-growing demand!
Johnny has also owned and run the garage adjoining the
showroom for 20 years prior to creating Dirty Weekender, and
as I meandered through the small Labyrinth of workshops,
the smell of sawdust ﬁlled the air. Through the next door I

entered a large woodshop full of carpenters and joiners building
exquisite, traditional, large-scale architectural ﬁttings. “This is
another wing of the business” Johnny calmly smiles!
Far from simply bolting existing Reimo units in to a camper
shell, what they do is totally bespoke, so if you want a unique
design or layout, they will modify everything to your exact
needs. This was evident in one stunning bus that featured a
multi-colored striped interior; and they re building another that’s
having the cabinets wrapped in contemporary artwork. If you
want a rear seat/bed in a different size, it can be done. If you
want the units a different shape, ditto.
A large proportion of these conversions are carried out on
brand new T5s sourced directly from Volkswagen (Johnny
obviously has a knack for dealing with the big German brands!)
Johnny’s work and vision has clearly paid off – no better
testament to this than the reactions of the ‘customers’ who had
come to collect their vans that day. Particularly notable was the
Jackson family from Wiltshire; within 10 seconds of the ofﬁcial
handing over of the keys, young Owen, their son, had literally
explored every corner of the camper (christened Dave) with his
parents hot on his heels. Clearly their adventures had already
begun!
In summary, what Johnny and Katie, and their amazing team
of ﬁtters have here really is something quite special. Until now
there simply hasn’t been a VW specialist campervan converter
of this scale that actually gets the unique vibe of the VW scene.
Before were just the same old troop of dinosaur brands that are
at least three decades out of touch with the real VW lifestyle,
who assume every potential camper owner is retired and only
appreciate a colour spectrum of ’50 Shades of Beige’. What
Dirty-Weekender have cleverly done is to basically torpedo the
dusty dead wood if campervan converters. They offer the fun
and excitement of a unique and bespoke builder, yet with the

size of a company who can undertake anything and deliver
the goods in a realistic turnaround.
The strongest thing that comes across from the Dirty
Weekender team is the passion and sheer fun of living the
campervan lifestyle. If a thing isn’t fun, it’s not worth doing,
and building and playing in some of the best adventure vans
in the country is well worth doing!

Ig, VWBus T4T5 magazine.
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Unwrapping the

toffee

T

here are times
in your life
when you
know you have made the
right decision on something something that always makes you
smile every time you think about it.
The time had come to change one of our
cars. We both needed to commute to work so
we started talking about makes and models... then
the light bulb came on! We had always had plans
that “one day” we would own a campervan - so why
wait? We could get a T5 and get it converted - the idea was
planted. We started to explore ideas and found out that Dirty
Weekender was having an open day for viewing that weekend,
and that they were just two miles down the road.
Was this a coincidence or was it fate?

6
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We popped in and were really impressed; the knowledge
of the staff, the range of options, and the endless choices
got us really excited. We fell in love with DW’s signature
black furniture and the quality of all the work that was on
show. The vans were not the normal showroom range, but
were the vans of customers who were happy to show and
tell. Satisﬁed customers: there is no better advert than that.
So now it became not if, but when Johnny went through
all our numerous questions and added a few ideas for us to
think about. We decided to purchase a new T5 van, which
Johnny organised to our speciﬁcation, and apart from a last
minute change in colour, to the distinctive toffee brown,
everything was on order.
At the back, we chose the tail gate over the barn doors, so
that way we had immediate shelter when we got back to the
van if we needed it.
We followed the build with amazement (and sometimes
a bit of fear!). We had the suspension lowered to -40mm
to give it the stance we wanted and changed the wheels
to 18inch Sportlines so we didn’t compromise on the ride
comfort. The quality products used - Reimo roof, RIB seat,
Eberspacer heater, mixed with creative use of lighting, extra
speakers to give great sound and swivel seats - were all the
right choices and they complemented the all-round brilliance
of the DW team.
We were handed our four-wheel dream on a sunny
Saturday morning last September. We shared coffee and
doughnuts with DW to celebrate and then we drove off on
our maiden voyage.
We share the van for the day-to-day drive to work; it just
depends who gets up ﬁrst and grabs the keys!
We are having great fun and it is everything we wanted
from a camper - spacious, clever use of storage, easy,
functional and beautifully stylish. We have added a few
extras with DW’s help, such as DRLs, an extra reading light
above the passenger seat, plus a huge decal on the roof to
give it our personal touch.

We love the outdoor life and walking no matter what the
weather, and now we can go for that spontaneous getaway to
anywhere whenever we want to. After years of camping this is
the luxury we wanted, especially when we’ve got wet clothes,
a wet dog and the chilly nights. Now we just pitch up, swivel
the seats, put the kettle on and we’re sorted!
Our border collie, Finn,
loves coming in the van
with us; this generally
means trips to the coast,
lakes, mountains: absolute
bliss. We have lots of new
ideas for future trips, and
this year the plan includes
a trip to France to follow
the ‘Tour’ and then on to
Switzerland to visit family
and friends.
The adventure continues,
bring it on..............

Warren, Cheryl and Finn.
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With our footprint now doubled in size, the services we are able to offer has grown too.
Now with the onsite Reimo superstore and large van workshop the list is ever evolving
and with our other company WAS Autocentre standing on the same site we can also
offer all mechanical services too.

HAVE A LOOK AT THE LIST BELOW FOR A COMPREHENSIVE
GUIDE TO WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU.
• Full, part and bespoke conversions

• Reimo and VW accessories

• New and used vehicle sourcing
• Full Reimo conversions including CityVan,
Triostyle, Sportscamper, and Bike & Surf
• Reimo elevating rooves, Classic and Easy-Fit
• Dirty-Weekender Black furniture

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

• Towbars and Cycle carriers, Westfalia, Witter
and VW
• H&R Suspension kits
• Exterior styling and colour-coding
• Wheels, tyres, and VW alloys

Full lining and insulation throughout
Reimo sliding bed system
RIB seats, beds, and front seat swivels
Captains seats, Front & rear seating options,
and re-trimming

Genuine VW glazing
Tinting
Dirty Weekender blinds and curtain options
Audio upgrades and in-car (van!) entertainment
Webasto Diesel heating system

• Electrics, 12v & 240v hookup. Leisure batteries

• Reimo multirail supply and ﬁt, and a large

• Large range of SMEV, Dometic, Waeco and Vitrifrigo
and now full range of Webasto appliances

selection of awnings.
• Repairs, servicing and MOT

This year we have also been working closely with Webasto.
We have introduced their products in to our conversions and are
incredibly pleased with the results. The after sales support and
product information available is fantastic.

We now ﬁt the Webasto Airtop
diesel heater, for which Webasto
have introduced an app called
Thermocall. This uniquely enables
you to control your heater settings
and timings from your mobile
phone, it even lets you turn the
heating on by text!
Dirty Weekender was the ﬁrst
company to ﬁt and use this system.
Webasto have also introduced us
to the Isotherm fridge, a clever,
lovely looking appliance which is
a drawer fridge with a choice of
coloured glass fronts.
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“You ‘ent sin
me, right!”

This year we are proudly sponsoring…

So here it is, the one and only Astroturf van! Thats right, we have
covered a van in fake grass, Cookie has used his expertise to
turn all the plastics into wood, AND the wheels too. It even has
wooden side bars. The barn door window has been hand painted
by Cookie too, a busy beach scene with difference. Not forgetting
the interior, a planked ﬂoor and furniture made from pallets.

See us at the shows
toO, and on the road, just
definitely not in a field!!

dirtyweekender.com
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AND NOW FOR SOMETHING
COMPLETELY DIFFERENT ...
THIS YEAR SAW US TAKE ON A PROJECT AND VAN BUILD WITH A DIFFERENCE. JOHN
EAMES AND HIS FAMILY HAD A VERY CLEAR VISION, AND TOGETHER WE CREATED THIS
STUNNINGLY INDIVIDUAL CONVERSION USING BRAND NEW MATERIALS AND A STRIKING
COLOUR SCHEME; SOMETHING TRULY SPECTACULAR WAS BORN ...

I

t’s been a while coming but the
wait has been worthwhile. It was
February last year that we sold our
beloved T4 Westfalia California to a
new home and the search began for its
replacement. This was in the form of a
T5GP LWB 140ps in Olympian Blue.
Since we had lived with the Westy for
6 years we had learnt what features
worked for us and what didn’t. We were
told of Dirty Weekender in Worcester
by a friend and paid them a visit on
their ﬁrst open day following them
achieving Reimo Supercentre status!
We were blown away with the quality
of their work and Johnny’s enthusiasm
and willingness to do whatever we
wanted. First job on the list was to get
the Reimo Variotech 333 bed and front
captain’s seats re-upholstered in leather.
That job was duly carried out by Ade
at Mid-England Retrims who carefully
cut and stitched our Chestnut brown
and Tan Andrew Muirhead leathers
into beautifully crafted seats. To the
fronts seats were added a pair of R.I.B.
swivels and the rear Reimo had 2 large
drawers ﬁtted in the base. Next was
to cut all of the panels out to receive
factory glass and a colour coded Reimo
pop-top roof with full length roof bar
preparation.
The original plan had been for the
furniture to be made from lightweight
ply wood in a walnut ﬁnish to my
drawing design. Unbeknown to me,
Johnny had been in discussion with
a company who make lightweight
aluminium honeycomb sheets for
formula 1 racing teams, with a view
to them making a furniture kit for
campervans. As our requirement was
already outside the box, Johnny asked if
we would like the development project
to be done on our van. After seeing
samples of the materials (in Ade’s trim
shop in fact) we decided to give it a go.
Therein lay the reason for the lengthy
build as the T5 with its continuously
changing side proﬁle was totally new

10
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to them (previously making things with
straight sides). A few attempts were
made before Johnny’s strict attention
to detail was satisﬁed and the ﬁnished
furniture delivered ready for installation.
It was then all systems go for the Dirty
Weekender team of craftsmen to do
their thing. A sub-woofer enclosure was
made including a box for the jack, spare
bulbs etc on the nearside of the van, a
very neat shelf for above the worktop
which houses the 12 volt and 220 volt
electrics and appropriate outlets and
an overhead locker which also houses
the rear speakers. The worktop is made
from 27mm beech block and is sculpted
to allow the wider-than-normal SMEV
sink/hob combination unit, and an ultratrick lid for our 12 volt compressor chest
fridge. An Eberspacher D2 was added
to make the van comfortable for yearround use.
They also made a table which sits into
a specially fabricated housing on the
underside of the rear bed section. All of
the furniture was then wrapped in stripy
vinyl by my mate Ben and his brother
Will of Wrap Kings in Cradley.
LED colour changing strips and

functional white lights were added to
striking effect and a Karndeane Carbowood effect vinyl ﬂoor with metallic blue
“grout strips” was laid to ﬁnish off the
interior.
On the outside a set of T5GP bumper
LED driving lights, Sportline splitter,
front fog lights, 2013 rear bumper and
the VW badges front and back were
painted satin black for that stealthy
appearance too. To ﬁnish it off, Johnny
painstakingly stripped the bike rack
apart and had it powder coated satin
black too so it didn’t stand out like a
Bulldog’s wotsits.
Since we’ve had the van back, I made
an internal poptop insulator from Airtec
Bubble Foil insulation and duct tape
(I made the same for the Westy and it
worked a treat) to help retain heat. With
the heater on, this makes the poptop
a viable bed even in low temperatures
(my daughter slept comfortably in
the Westy in temps as low as -15
Centigrade!). We have been amazed
by just how much storage space the
furniture layout has (we do take a lot of
gear with us) and everything is easily
accessible with the tambour doors.
So, to the adventures……. The
weekend after we got the van back,
we did a trip to South Wales for some
mountain biking with family at the
Cwmcarn Trail Centre. They have an
on-site campsite which was very handy.
Over the Easter 2013 weekend, we did
a trip up to Aviemore in the Scottish
Highlands to go snowboarding and the
van performed ﬂawlessly. Being able to
lie in bed and switch the heater on was
great when it was cold outside. The van
becomes a cosy home from home.
We’ve also been to Dumfries and
Galloway, the Forest of Dean,
Dalby Forest and Coed Y Brenin
mountainbiking too. In fact, we are
rarely home again now that we have
our dream camper.

JohnE Eames

dirtyweekender.com
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Chaz &
family, the
proud new
owners of the
Fish van..

I

, like you have speciﬁc needs for
a van, everyday drives, those
impromptu weekends away as well
as holidays, fetching and carrying and
for me, my hobbies too, carrying my
motorbike for track days etc. I want it
to look good and work well.
The original Fish van has now moved
to a new home, Chaz and Co who
regularly send in pics of their trips
away in it are absolutely loving it and
looking after it well!
So, this time I have gone again for a
180ps LWB but with a lazy DSG 7speed
auto and 4motion. All the necessary
parts are now here, I just need to ﬁnd
the time to put it all together! Soon I
hope!!
The inside will be a Reimo Easy-Fit
LWB lift roof and roof bed with our DW
black furniture, with a Webasto diesel
hob and Can sink, the new Webasto
Isotherm black glass upright fridge and
heater,and a 3 seat Reimo Variotech
seat- bed.,(mmm I may have a bit of
audio work too!) All this and still be
able to carry my Honda Fireblade
inside so I don’t have to use a trailer
as well.
For the outside, … well, a new Fish
van wouldn’t be the same without
Cookie! What an artist, it blows me
away to watch him work, from an
airbrush caricature to oil paint on
canvas – AMAZING!
So when we spoke not so long back
with some ideas for the new wrap for
the van, Cookie completely interpreted
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DOOR CLOSED
my ideas and what we have
now is an image that is one
with the slide door closed,
going into another when the
door is opened - he has more
than pulled it out the bag!
That’s one side, the other
side is an adaptation of the
ﬁsh in the tin that was on the
last van. Its updated and its
awesome!
Hopefully soon we can get
art to vinyl and vinyl to van,
see what you think. Also, to
ﬁnish it off, a set of banded
steels for the van to sit nicely
on. Bring it on!!

Johnny

DOOR OPEN

A TRIO OF PRODUCTS
SOON TO BE ON SALE
HERE’S A TRIO OF SOME PRODUCTS THAT WE WILL BE
STOCKING AND OFFERING, FIRST OF ALL THE ‘HAMMOCK
STORAGE’ – REALLY USEFUL AND QUITE COOL I THINK!

The T5 roof light! Designed and built to ﬁt over the roof
castellations, so a cross between a sunroof that is ﬂush (that can’t
be opened if raining) and a skylight (that can be a bit too tall). This
will be fairly stealth and slick looking and a way cheaper option
than a lifting roof! For those who don’t need a roof bed too.
Its great for the all important ventilation while sleeping, so as
not to get too hot and stuffy and stop the recirculating
of carbon dioxide and increase air ﬂow.
Available to ﬁt in the mid-section, rear or both.

very much more
ove the hob but
Like at home ab
ere is ducting
Th
th a neat grill.
for van builds wi
ing smells
to suck out cook
to a remote fan
rough the ﬂoor.
from the van th

A word
from
Johnny ...

A year since the
last mag, cor blimey!
The only sum up I can give of this year is … busy, but I
think the major highlight of the year has to be the camping
weekend in May. It was amazing to see so many vans we have
built all together and looking so good with such happy and proud
owners too, every bus different. Now really looking forward to the
shows starting – I have a few things in mind that may stand out!
Sponsoring Dubs at the castle this year as well will be great
and then on to Busfest and just to close the season, we are
deﬁnitely on the case to sort another DW weekend ….

Johnny

So see ya soon.

dirtyweekender.com
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“The

Sprayways”

MEET KATHRYN, PAUL AND OWEN JACKSON
AND THE NEW ADDITION TO THE FAMILY - DAVE!

Dirty Experiences
Our Dirty Weekender journey
actually started a long while ago,
when we decided to make a large
lifestyle change. By we I mean my
wife, our son (8 years old now) and
myself. We made the decision that we
wanted to get out more – a lot more,
and not be stuck in the house; have
more fun and play time together.
Our type of play is fell walking,
typically in the Lake District or Wales
but occasionally walking closer to our
home in Swindon, we simply love that
sort of outdoor adventure. We like it so
much we travel up to the Lakes three
or four times year and have done for
the last decade or so. In fact, we fell in
love with the place and we made the
decision to move up there we wanted
to live where we play, and play where
we lived; making our playground
always present, always accessible.
Long story short, after selling our
house, ﬁnding somewhere up there to
move to the whole endeavor fell apart
at the last minute (the day before we
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were due to move!) leaving us with the
task of getting our lives back in order
and dealing with the disappointment
of not being able to move.
After the dust had settled we sat
down and thought long and hard
about what we wanted to do next. First
we explored getting an extension, as
one of our considerations for moving
was to get a bigger place the lad is
growing fast and he needs more room
for his never ending accumulation of
‘stuff’. However, we soon realised that
this would be the exact opposite of
what we’d attempted to achieve in the
beginning: to wake up where we play
- so, extension? Pah!
We’d been camping once so are now
experts in that matter – and therefore
ﬁgured getting a camper van would
be a great idea! So the search began.
We were and still are complete noobs,
and we did not really know what was
out there or what was possible for the
money we were willing to spend. Our
search lead us naturally to one or two
of these large companies churning out
vans with premade interiors with no
love, care or feeling; just pound signs

in their eyes and salesmen who have
never slept in a van in their lives. I
genuinely have nothing nice to say
about these people – they tried very
hard to ruin our dream and take our
money without a single thought or
consideration for what we wanted,
how hard it was to earn that money to
start with or whether what they were
selling was worth all that money, but
that’s another story.
We were rapidly coming to the
conclusion that we would have to ﬁnd
a 70-80% ﬁt, and live with that, or
forget the whole idea – we just could
not get what we wanted, nor could we
ﬁnd anyone who would help us. What
we needed was an opinionated, but
benevolent, dictator to help guide us to
the right solution – but more on Johnny
in a minute.
In a last ditch attempt to see what
could be done and for how much we
went to Busfest in 2012;
it’s there that we met the Dirty
Weekenders. We were looking for
another ﬁrm who had managed to not
setup their pitch where the guidebook
said they should be, so we started

“Johnny was there every step,
every decision, every nut,
bolt, screw and strap”

wandering about. As we strolled
down one of the lanes, we spotted this
beautiful white van, kitted out with
minimal stuff, but it had everything you
could need for a successful weekend or
week away.
These were people we needed to
speak to. We quickly found Katie
and spent the next 30 minutes sat in
the van just talking about what had
been done and what they can do for
us; Johnny did the seat demo in the
Fish Van and we were hooked. There
were three vans on the pitch that day,
but only one of them belonged to
Johnny and Katie, the rest were vans
belonging to their customers these
people had not only generously lent
their pride and joy back to the Dirty
Weekenders for the festival but also
their, time, passion and enthusiasm for
what Johnny, Katie and all the people
back in Worcester do. Every other
vendor we saw brought “stock” and
price tags, Johnny and Katie brought
passion, experience, adventures and
a thoughtful understanding of where
people are coming from when they
want to buy a van I always felt that

there was a reverence and an implicit
understanding of what it takes to raise
the money for a van, and that was hard
won money not be wasted, squandered
or disrespected.
You see, I was looking for someone
to make our journey with us, to not
only help us get what we wanted,
both in terms of the material van, but
also the experiences and share in our
adventures along the way, as well as
someone to provide a guiding hand
as we mature as campers. At that
point, on that hot sunny day, we only
suspected that was what we had found
- now I can say I KNOW that is what
we have found.
Johnny is a mischievous character
with a very kind heart and is a
bottomless pit of knowledge and
experience when it comes to building
vans - I never once doubted that what
we wanted could not be achieved or
that we had not made the best choices
possible at every turn, because Johnny
was there every step, every decision,
every nut, bolt, screw and strap. We
were kept marvelously informed at
every step; I have pictures sent to me

by text of Johnny writing off our new
van, by cutting a large hole in the
top, with the most maniacal look in
his eye but a huge grin on his face. I
never once worried about what was
happening, I felt in very safe hands.
I think primarily this is because we
want you to cast your mind back to the
fact that their customers were there
at Busfest with their own vans - you
never really own the van; you’re only
borrowing it from Johnny. You get to
pay for it and use it, but really, it’s his
vision and your van, which is exactly
what you want. A perfect match.
There is more, much more, I could
say, but I will save that for the day on
the Dirty Weekender’s pitch at Busfest
or where ever when I’m showing you
our van.
Oh, and Johnny is rubbish with
people’s names, so expect a nickname
within minutes of your ﬁrst meeting.

With love
“ The Sprayways”
Kathryn, Paul and Owen Jackson
March 2013
dirtyweekender.com
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DW Camping
Weekend
May 17-19
Warcombe Farm,
Woolacombe.

For anybody looking for a fantastic campsite in the
Woolacombe area, we cannot recommend Warcombe
Farm enough. They are such a lovely team and so
accommodating with a beautiful site.

www.warcombefarm.co.uk

Thank you for having us!

A

s lots of you will know, last
April saw the ﬁrst of our DW
camping weekends, organised
for us and all our customers to all get
together for a weekend, use the vans
and have a lot of fun.
After the huge success of last year
we couldn’t wait to get the second
one sorted, however this was proving
to be easier said than done with lots
of campsites not willing to take a
large group of campervans. We were
then recommended Warcombe Farm
campsite in Devon and everything
suddenly got a lot easier! They couldn’t
have been more helpful. So we had the
place, the date (slightly later than last
year so we might see the sun!) now we
just needed to see who was coming
and we were totally overwhelmed by
the response as the numbers more
than doubled from last year.
This year we had 24 Dirty Weekender
vans, all lined up on the campsite,
ranging from a couple who picked
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up their brand new van the week
before to those in their 3rd year. Ig,
one of the editors from T4T5 Magazine
also joined us for the weekend in his
caravan as his beloved T4 was out
of action.
So we all arrived on Friday evening
in ﬁts and starts to be welcomed by
the team at Warcombe Farm and the
most incredible pitches, each having a
hard standing area and loads of grass
space as well as a water and electric
point on each pitch with a picnic
bench each too. The facilities were
outstanding with under ﬂoor heating
and huge family showers – perfect!.
One of our lovely customers had made
enough chilli to feed the 5000 as well
bring a barrel of beer along, so that
was Friday night sorted!
We woke on Saturday to beautiful
sunshine so after brekkie it was off to
the beach. Everybody did there own
thing on Saturday, walking, cycling,
kiting and exploring the coastline and

there was even a bit of sea kayaking,
coming together in the evening for
some food and a fair amount of drink
too. Another customer had come
armed with some of his homemade
plum brandy that was going down
a treat. All the tables were lined up
down the middle of the camp and we
had a real street party atmosphere.
We were welcomed again on Sunday
morning by amazing weather and
a very relaxed atmosphere in the
camp! A humongous batch of cream
teas later and everyone started to
make there way home. It really was
a fantastic weekend and we really
were amazed by the turn out and
enthusiasm from everybody involved.
We would like to say a massive thank
you to everyone who came and I hope
those of you that couldn’t make it can
deﬁnitely make the next. Of course to
all of you with vans in build or in the
pipeline, I hope you will join us next
time too.

dirtyweekender.com
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DW Camping no.3
We are hoping to sneak another weekend in this
year in September. Please get in contact if you are
interested and we can get some dates in the diary.
We would love to here from as many of you as
possible, we would love to get to 50 vans by next
year! Surely that’s a festival??!

The Devon
Freewheelers
We also raised a massive £450 for the Devon
Freewheelers, also known as the ‘blood bikes’.
They are the out of hours emergency response
courier service to the NHS. Delivering blood,
organs and emergency medication. This is
done on a completely voluntary basis and is a
fantastic cause.
They are Warcombe
Farm’s chosen charity,
the campsite were so
generous and gave us
a substantial discount
for the weekend that we
asked everyone for a £20
donation to the charity.
On Sunday morning one
of the bikers came up to the site to show us his
bike, have a chat and collect the donation.

www.devonfreewheelers.org.uk
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Contact us by:
TEL: 01905 357985
EMAIL: johnmonk@ridgewayjoinery.co.uk
or visit our Website
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PROJECTS

THIS LAST 12 MONTHS HAS SEEN DIRTY WEEKENDER TAKE ON SOME GREAT AND VARIED,
INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS. WE DO LOVE A CHALLENGE AND REALLY ENJOY WORKING CLOSELY
WITH OUR CUSTOMERS TO REALIZE THE IDEAS THEY COME TO US WITH AND THE THINGS
THEY NEED TO GET OUT OF THE VAN AS WELL TO OVER COME ANY ISSUES THAT MAY ARISE
THROUGH OUT THE BUILD. DOING THE VAN BUILDS IS A CONTINUAL LEARNING PROCESS
AND IN TURN GIVES US MORE AND MORE UNDERSTANDING OF WHAT WE DO…….

Bob and his wife, Jan came to Dirty
weekender with the idea of having the
kitchen area in the back of their van.
They had just bought a Caravelle and
were very happy with interior of the van
but wanted some camping facilities. After
initial meetings and drawings, we came to
settle on the kitchen being mounted on a
steel pole and then swinging out to create
something you could stand at, underneath
the tailgate and cook and serve.
For the unit we used half a Reimo
CityVan kit, the half that included the sink
and the hob giving them the ‘servery’ that
they wanted. We also ﬁtted the Caravelle
with a Reimo Deluxe Easy-Fit roof with a
close off panel. Bob also had a Webasto
diesel heater and full electrics throughout,
with a pair of front seat swivels to create
his Cara –Camper!

We ﬁrst met the Melichar family from Bristol
at Dubs at the Castle 2012, where they were
on the hunt for a van and a conversion. 6
months later they came up to out showroom
to get the ball rolling. They ordered a brand
new van, an Olympian blue SWB 140ps with
us to be delivered in a couple of months.
In the meantime we set to getting them the
conversion they wanted. The family needed
3 seats in the back and Reimo elevating roof.
They went for a Reimo Triostyle conversion,
with the Variotech 333 seat bed, but there was
going to be a big difference!
They had already been in contact with Bristol
based Illustrator and Street artist – Andy
Council, and commissioned him to do a piece
that would then be transferred to vinyl to wrap
their Triostyle Furniture kit!
Andy creates huge creatures comprised of
architecture, streets and landmarks, primarily
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of Bristol. What he created for the Melichars
is a Bristol Dinosaur comprising of Clifton
Suspension Bridge, SS Great Britain, and
Stokes croft grafﬁti and even included
their house. It also included little VW vans
driving around the scene. The furniture was
wrapped and the van transformed.

Here at DW we also
offer bespoke builds
from board, available in
lots of ﬁnishes including
Carbon, Titanium and a
multitude of wood grain
effect. They have become
increasingly popular as it
gives the freedom to have
cupboards and draws
where you want and be
really speciﬁc in sizes
and appliances as they
too can be made to ﬁt.

Alun and Hilary from Newport have
owned many VW campers and have
some fantastic stories of their travels as
a family with young children. However
it was now time for them to make the
move to the T5. Alun and Hilary are
both huge outdoor enthusiasts and
obviously the van was to reﬂect this.
They ordered a brand new Candy
White LWB 140ps with us and decided
to go with our black gloss DW furniture
and the Reimo Variotech seat bed. The
furniture kit was going to have some
slight changes though. We added extra
cupboard space and they also had the
brand new Webasto Isotherm pull out
fridge in black glass.
The van looks fantastic inside and out,
with a VW cycle carrier and roof bars
it look completely ﬁt for purpose and
ready for adventures.
Alun and Hilary over the moon with it
and it was pleasure to work with them.
Here’s a word from Alun…
“Wanted to catch up to let you know how
things are going with the van. Well, I
didn’t thing it could get much better but

it is still a great van. It’s
already well travelled
and polished nearly on a
daily basis. We still have
friends visiting to see it,
and they all mention the
quality of equipment and
workmanship. I have
spent many years owning
different vans and
viewing a range of other
companies vans – they
don’t come anywhere
near to this one. That’s
enough ﬂannel for now!”
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DAVE AND HIS SPORTS CAMPER
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The story begins sat in a pub in
Worcester, where a good mate of
mine – Rob, was discussing his
forthcoming purchase of a T4.
After several beers and stories
of what he had planned my over
active mind started thinking
whether or not this was something
I fancied doing. After several
weeks and viewing Rob’s new
purchase, I had decided this was
for me.
Once I’d made the decision it
was going to be a T5 rather than
a T4, I started looking around for
suitable companies to convert a
van as I hadn’t even purchased
one yet.
In the August of 2012 I went to the
Busfest show in Malvern to get
inspired and after spending hours
looking around I was drawn to the
Dirty Weekender stand. The stand
was so busy I thought this must
be the one. I decided I would visit
DW that following week to discuss
my ideas.

dirtyweekender.com

Immediately I felt comfortable
after meeting Johnny and Katie,
they seemed very down to earth
and accommodating. The ideas
started to ﬂow back and forth
and I ﬁnally decided, with so
much great advice from Johnny,
what van I was going for and
after many hours of talking and
thinking things over, how my
conversion was going to look. In
Oct 2012 I ﬁnally found a suitable
van, a 2007 silver T5, I was ready
to go. The conversion I decided
on was a Reimo Sports Camper
with a few modiﬁcations. I had a
front lift Reimo elevating roof ﬁtted
and a 2 seater RIB seat/bed in the
VW Tassamo trim, along with the
Sports Camper furniture kit. The
fridge I chose is Webasto with a
fab blue light in.
After ﬁnalising everything, the
van was going to be converted
in Jan 2013 while my partner Lin
and I were away in India. This
is where Katie came in taking

loads of photos of the build as
it progressed while I was away.
As you can imagine I was like a
kid in a candy shop when I got
home, I couldn’t wait to see the
transformation.
I deﬁnitely wasn’t disappointed,
it was everything I’d hoped for.
The workmanship was ﬁrst class
and I knew then I’d picked the
right company.
Since the builds completion we
have had several weekends away
with my son being very happy up
in the roofbed.
I keep in regular touch with DW
and have had subsequent work
done, and as all you owners know
- it never ends!!!!!!
It’s been a pleasure meeting and
working with all the staff at DW
thanks for the memories guys.

TESTIMONIAL
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Meet the team ...

CONTACT DETAILS
FIND US NEXT TO WAS AUTOCENTRE AT
268 BATH ROAD, WORCESTER WR5 3ES.

W: WWW.DIRTY-WEEKE NDER.COM
T: 01905 353880 / 07791 935148
E: INFO@DIRTY-WEEKE NDER.COM
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